Preface

During June 20–21, 2013 a committee of former students of Paul Deheuvels organized a conference on *Mathematical Statistics and Limit Theorems* in honour of his 65th birthday at the Jussieu Campus of the Université Pierre et Marie Curie—Paris VI. The committee consisted of

Salim Bouzebda (Université de Technologie de Compiègne, France)
Michel Broniatowski (Université Pierre et Marie Curie—Paris VI, France)
Sarah Ouadah (Université Pierre et Marie Curie—Paris VI, France)
Zhan Shi (Université Pierre et Marie Curie—Paris VI, France)

This volume is a collection of papers contributed by a selection of the invited speakers. Their topics are largely motivated by the research interests of Paul Deheuvels. The editorial board is grateful for the care that the contributors made in preparing their submissions, and acknowledges with thanks the efforts of the many referees who helped them in their editorial task.
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